THE
Sports Kite Championships
coming to Pontefract
As part of the 2019 championships STACK is hosting a round of sports
kite competition at Pontefract Racecourse on 31 August / 1 September.

Summer 2019

The Life of a
Kite Trader
by Tony Dane

STACK (Sport, Team and Competitive Kiting) is a voluntary organisation
that supports the development and promotion of kite flying as a sport.
They cover the whole range of sport kiting disciplines; dual line and quad
line; individual, pairs, team; and trick flying.
Competition runs across the two days, starting early (before 10am) each
day. We try to put the less public friendly parts on in the morning, the
technical figures, with ballets (flying to music) in the afternoons.
If you are interested in taking your flying to the next level then most
people start with the figures, so it is well worth getting there to see this
part. Please come and chat to us outside the arena, especially Keith
looking after the PA, as he has lots of time to explain what is happening.

Jim Potts
reveals all in the
Questionnaire
Challenge

If you want to take a look at what is involved then a good place to start is
the rulebook and the compulsory figures http://worldsportkite.com/2017-isk-rules
Also visit the Stack website which has links to their Facebook page.
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Paul Catchpole – American Style Fighting Kites
Graham Lockwood – My Swallow Kite from China
My New Kite – Mark Jones
Halcyon Days with Bernard Crick
Rok Challenge 2019

Ian Duncalf’s
Step by Step Guide
to making a
Rokkaku

The Life of a Kite Trader
The History of GoKites - Tony and Marie Dane
Part One: The Beginnings
Back in the late 1990s Marie and myself, Tony Dane,
had found ourselves at new crossroads in our lives.
Marie had suffered a shoulder injury at the Freeman Hospital,
Newcastle, where she worked as a nurse on the cardio thoracic ward. This eventually resulted in her
being forced into early retirement as she was pensioned off from her job. At about the same time I lost
my job as a building surveyor with Barnardo's due to restructuring, but I was taking up work with a
building services agency. I was also trying a new self-employed venture where I thought there was a
good opportunity. I, with the help of Marie, started up a small business called ‘Autodoor’. The idea of
this business was to convert ordinary up and over garage doors into automatic garage doors where
you could open with a remote from within the car. This not only gave convenience but also improved
security. We marketed these conversions at only £249 and thought that this would be a fast expanding
business. We needed to get 4 orders a week to survive, paying the mortgage, putting food on the table
etc. We worked hard, very hard, and only managed to get up to seven every two weeks. After six
months we had not attained the numbers we needed, so decided to concentrate on my building
surveying work with various agencies.
Marie had needed a shoulder operation and was now looking for something to do for work. My brother
had a Greetings Card shop and had a planned holiday so he asked Marie to look after the shop at this
time. This was an experience she enjoyed and this started the hunt for a shop of her own. We
managed to find a shop and it was opened in July 1997 called Gallery of Cards, in the West Denton
area of Newcastle. Marie worked long and hard hours to make this new venture a success, I worked at
the shop between my engagements and helped with the choice of new products etc. In a short time
Marie had taken on a Saturday helper who soon started full time work as a trainee, whilst the shop
went from strength to strength.
By the time we entered the new
millennium we had a very strong shop
and negotiations were in place for a
further two shops and I was now working
full time in the shop business. By June
2000 we had four shops open, staffed
and running, not necessarily well, we
had probably got too big too fast, but
afterthought is a great thing.
Every year there is a huge exhibition of
gifts, greetings cards etc held at the
NEC in Birmingham and is a must visit
event to anyone in this sort of business
and it is so large that you cannot see
everything in a day. We went to this
event, called the Spring Fair, every year and in 2001 we attended for 3 days in early February. We
spent three days walking miles per day looking for that one product which would improve our shops,
but failed. As we had invested so much time and effort as well as travel costs and hotel bills and not
found anything of any consequence we decided to stay over for an extra day. We decided to attack
the halls of the NEC to find that special product, which was no mean task, there were twenty-two
halls and these halls we massive, each with 100’s of companies all with 100’s if not 1000’s of
products.

As our business was a Greetings card and gift shop we were obviously focussed on the various
styles of greeting cards for birthdays and special occasions. There was also the typical pick up items
of key rings, badges etc and then bigger home decorative items like crystal vases, porcelain
ornaments and ceramic dolls were also big at this time, as well as the beanie baby craze. We had
planned a route of a number of the halls which were all themed, card halls, ornaments were in others
but to get a route to the hall we needed to re-visit we needed to use the toy hall as a link. We had no
interest in selling toys, so this hall was of no interest to us at all. We were dashing through the toy hall
as a short cut with Marie & I walking fast down one of the rows of exhibitors. We both just suddenly
stopped, looked at each other and then looked back. We had passed a kite exhibitor, it was Spirit of
Air. We went back and spoke to the owner Dave Maddox and placed our first order, and this was the
beginning of our kite sales.
Part Two: The Early Days
Our first order arrived and we set it all up in our shop at Tynemouth on the North East coast. We were
quite impressed with early sales. We had a mixture of low end children’s stick kites and the lower end
of dual line kites. The kites were from a mixture of manufacturers namely Go Fly a Kite and New Tech
Kites, both USA based and Spirit of Air based in Wales. Spirit of Air at that time were the official
importers and distributors for both USA companies. Spirit of Air also manufactured their own range of
dual line kites from pocket money starter kites for children up to the famous Shuriken Omega, a top
end high performance kite.
Marie and I had flown kites as children but were a bit out of our depth with the dual line kites so we
read up, watched videos and went out and taught ourselves. Neither of us became expert flyers but
we could get a kite into the air and form squares, figures of eights, spins and land without a thud or
breaking anything, a learning curve many of you will have gone through.
Each week more kites were sold and as we re-ordered we bought more to get them into our other
shops, and as we did this, our kite sales were improving, although our Tynemouth coast based shop
was always the best. We began to wonder which other shops sold kites and we investigated Toys are
Us, Fenwicks and several other big stores in the North East and came up with a big fat zero! We
checked out the internet to find a kite store in Edinburgh and one in York and here we were in the
middle with no immediate competition, how do we take advantage of this?
Whilst we had been looking for kite shops in the North East area
we had come across a mention of a Kite Festival at Sunderland,
we had not heard of such a thing before, so decided to look for
further information. We found the information for Malcolm
Goodman, the festival organiser, so rang him and we were
offered a place to trade at the 2001 event, but we still did not
know much about the event. We rang Dave Maddox, the owner
of Spirit of Air, as it was the only person we knew with any kite
knowledge for has advice. We told him of the Sunderland Kite
Festival and his immediate response was ‘forget it! You are too
inexperienced! You will be severely out of your depth! This is the
biggest event in the UK Kiting Diary! We replied that it was just a
thought due to our close proximity to the event. Dave asked how
far away we were and when we told him we were only about 10
miles as the crow flies, he then said YOU HAVE TO GO! He
advised us to get 5000 leaflets printed to advise of our presence
in the North East. We needed to move fast as we had less than
two weeks to the event. Dave prepared an order for us and when
he advised us of the cost of the order, Marie and I went weak at
the knees!

Malcolm Goodman

We went to Wilkinsons and bought ourselves a small gazebo, we had a couple of pasting tables, we
bought a metal kite stand from Spirit of Air and we had the leaflets on order, ready for the event.
We left home on the Saturday morning to head off to the Sunderland International Kite Festival in our
estate car and arrived at the field about half an hour later. We were directed to the left and to skirt
round the fairground and bouncy castles etc. We did this and then we got a full view of the field once
we had passed between bushes and a bouncy castle and Marie shouted stop! We were faced with
what seemed to be massive stalls. Some of them were 20 to 30 feet wide and had lots of flagpoles
around their stalls and they all looked great, but we had nothing like this. Marie’s exact words were
‘Tony let’s just turn around and go home, we will look like the Clampets next to these’. I told her that
we had so start somewhere, so I drove to the small gap between these large stalls and the gap,
slightly larger than the width of our car, was our pitch. Marie & I, along with my youngest son, Kevin,
managed to work out the gazebo and get it up and pegged down, then built up the kite stand and
hung our wares up, making it as attractive as possible, and trying to make ourselves noticed, which
was difficult in between the two huge kite stalls on either side of us. One was Highwaymen Kites and
the other was Force Nine Kites, now known as Kiteworld.
Help and advice for two novices
Kevin was handing out leaflets to all who were passing and Marie and I were surprised that we were
selling things although we had so much competition and we were complete novices, and looked like
it. We had bought a few bottles of bubbles and some polystyrene aeroplanes along with a few other
novelties and these were attracting a little attention as the big kite stalls did not have these.
We had a number of the traders pop by to introduce themselves, Shirley and Dick of Highwaymen,
Chalkey (Keith White) of Chalkies Kiteworks and both Chris & Doug Wood of Dunstable Kites. Sadly
Chris Wood is no longer with us, RIP Chris. We had offers from Chalkie and the Woods brothers
offering help and support to us, which we thought was very kind.
Jim and Vanessa Potts
On the Saturday we had a nice gentleman appear wearing a straw hat with a strange shaped bag. He
introduced himself and told us about how he and his wife made some kites, which we could sell on
our stall if we wished. We did have a look at them, they were mainly bird shaped, and were either
black and white swallows or blue birds. We felt that they were not right for us and politely told him
that we were not interested. Much later we did buy and sell these kites, and a lot more, they were
made by Jim & Vanessa Potts, whom we became great friends with.
On the Saturday evening we packed up our stock, and packed away the stall and then went of for a
pint and an evening meal after having a count up of what money we had taken. We had been very
pleasantly surprised at the number of kites we had sold, but we had almost sold out of the novelty
items we had bought. We agreed that we should take Chalkie up on his offer of help as he had told
us that he could offer great prices on telescopic poles. We wanted a couple to put some displays up.
On the Sunday morning we returned to the Festival field, but had popped into one of our local
wholesalers on the way and had restocked on the novelty stuff. We got the gazebo up and restocked
and I left Marie and Kevin at the stall whilst I went to see Chalkie to get some poles. I got to Chalkies
stall and told him that I wanted some poles and he told me to hang on for a second. He climbed into
his motor home and returned wearing has glasses and holding a note pad and calculator, and I
realised that we were both on cross purposes. He was anticipating a large order, and I only wanted
two 6m poles. We laughed over it and I returned to our stall.
We excitedly started putting up the poles, although we couldn’t quite get our heads around taking
new products out of their bags and displaying them. This was new to us as this would immediately
render these items as unsaleable, which did not happen in a shop environment.

We had an even better day on Sunday than the Saturday and had very little left at the end of the
weekend. We had taken a similar amount in two days, than we took at out best shop in a week,
although profit margins etc differed, it was obvious to us that we would need to continue these outdoor
sales.
Our shops were operating under the name of Gallery of Cards and we
could obviously not sell kites in a stall under this name, so we needed
to come up with a suitable name. We discussed all kinds of names
until agreeing on GoKites. We had taken the G of gallery and the o
from of from our shop title to then add it the word Kites. This was the
real beginning of GoKites.
The Early Festivals and Shows:
We had already been advised by the kite traders at Sunderland that we would have great difficulty
in booking for other kite festivals as most festivals already had enough kite traders to cater for the
size of the events, and we had this confirmed after a number of phone calls. However we were
informed by a member of the North East Kite Flyers that there was a small event held in a school
field in Newcastle in a few weeks and we were welcome to attend, so we went along to this for a
one-day event and did a reasonable amount of business and had also sold two different large
limited edition Rokakkus to two members of the NEKF which really put a smile on our faces, these
were our first two large sales.
The Cumbrian Steam Gathering
We decided to try our luck at a steam rally and had found a large one at the end of July in Cumbria
called the Cumbrian Steam Gathering. In preparation for this event we knew that our Wilkinsons
gazebo was not the right type of stall and so invested in a market stall, made up with lots of heavy
duty metal sections which locked together and then we clipped a waterproof sheet over it to form a
shelter.
We also needed somewhere to sleep as this was a three-day event. So, we set about looking for a
caravan. All was new to us but we found a reasonable Adria 4 berth caravan, then needed to kit out
the caravan with crockery, cutlery, bedding etc and have a towbar fitted to the car. We had ordered
more stock and were about ready for our first real adventure into the unknown. We were tired as we
had done so much in only three weeks from Sunderland Kite Festival, and all this was on top of
looking after our four shops, dealing with wages, replenishing stocks, sorting staff rotas and the like.
We were all packed up and set off for our drive to the rally, which was held at Cark Airfield near
Grange over Sands. We set off with a fully loaded car complete with my youngest son and his
cousin, towing our caravan, which I had only towed for four miles to get it home. We arrived after
lunch on Thursday and were directed to our pitch. We were slow with everything as it was all new.
We levelled the caravan, got the water, gas and waste etc all sorted before turning our attention to
the stall. We unpacked all of the stall sections and then began the task of assembly, marking all of
the bits for ease for the future, and then completing it by fitting the sheets in place. We then decided
to break down the kite stands we had purchased for Sunderland. We used the six, small easy to
manage frames of each stand individually to create frames to hold our stock, all secured with zip
ties, and by evening we were just about set, so put up the protective front sheet to secure it for the
night.

At some stage in the day Marie disappeared into the caravan and after some time, she
reappeared and complained that the toilet was very awkward to use and I dismissed it. She retorted
that I was not a woman, and I would find the same problem when I needed to sit down. I asked what
she meant, and she then went on to explain that she had needed to be a contortionist to squeeze her
bum into the gap between the toilet and the underside of the wash hand basin, at which point I had a
good laugh. I then went on to advise that the basin was hinged and it just folded up, with a laugh, but
far enough away to avoid the back of her hand! We then went out and explored the site of steam
engines, static engines, piles of autojumble, lots of food outlets, a massive assortment of stalls, and a
beer tent with entertainment. So we had a drink or two before retiring for the night!

We opened on Friday morning to find that we had a lot of customers who were caravanners who
travelled to steam events. Many wanted a telescopic pole with windsock or a flag to help mark their
caravan, giving the children an easy to find marker. We sold a number of kites. My son and nephew
were flying in an open area and this was promoting our kite sales. All in all it was a good day and we
were learning from a completely new environment been to a steam rally before and we were learning.
Saturday was busy and all was going well but I had noticed that the sky was empty where my son
and nephew were supposed to be flying, and we wondered what could be wrong, but as we were
both busy could not investigate. All was revealed a bit later when they appeared, from the opposite
direction. Apparently, they had become distracted by a group of young females, and as they were
fifteen years of age, it seemed like a good idea to follow them. The girls had gone up to the
fairground area, and the lads had followed, still flying their kites and had not noticed their proximity to
the big wheel. The big wheel had to be stopped, whilst the fairground crew climbed around the
mechanism removing the kites and kite line which had become entangled. The kites were only
suitable for the bin, and I was relieved that we did not get a visit from the fairground operators!
The Great Dorset Steam Fair
We had enjoyed the whole event, had done good business and had received a number of tips for
other steam rallies etc to attend. We had also learned that we needed different stock for this type of
event. A number of the steam enthusiasts advised us to go to the Great Dorset Steam Fair so we had
a look online and it did appear to be a huge event, but is was also a long way from the North East.
We found that there was availability and checked the rent and we felt it was worth a try.

We ordered as much stock as we dared, and could afford, as the Dorset Steam Fair was a five-day
event, starting on the Wednesday following the August Bank Holiday. We were advised that we could
get onto our site on the Thursday prior to event starting. We had packed the car with everything we
could carry and hitched the caravan for what felt like an epic journey, on one of the hottest days of the
year in a Sierra Estate, which did not have air conditioning. It was not too bad whilst we were moving,
but we ended up in a traffic jam on the M25 for about an hour, and we were melting. Traffic cleared
and we had a relatively uneventful journey but were surprised to see so many huge signs pointing the
way from about fifty miles away. What was it that we were going to?
As we were on the last leg
of our travels we were on
a road with a large valley
on our right and then we
seen the extent of the
show-field, it was huge!
We were expecting it to be
big but this was ‘much’
larger than we had
expected. We have since
found out that the Dorset
Steam Fair site becomes
the second largest town in
Dorset County for one
week each year. We went
through registration and
were directed to our site
and positioned our
caravan and had an early
night following the long
travel.
On the Friday we decided
to get the stall built up in
readiness, with the
intention of having a
weekend break. We
started the build-up, and a
number of people stopped
and enquired what product
we sold, and we found
ourselves selling display
poles and windsocks
during the build-up. By the
time we had the stall built
up, we decided to stock it
immediately as there was
obviously going to be
some good business to be
had. We were amazed
how
well we had done, so
.
decided to open each day
rather than have a day off.

Over the Bank Holiday trade continued to such an extent that we were rapidly running out of stock
and we even had an order list for customers. The event didn’t actually open to the public until
Wednesday and here we were on Bank Holiday Monday with an almost empty stall. On Tuesday
morning we placed orders with our suppliers to have stock delivered direct to the site on Wednesday.
The orders started coming in first thing on Wednesday morning and all day long there were
announcements over the site speaker system for GoKites to go and collect boxes. Over the day most
of the customers who ordered things came in to collect, and we were also busy with the public who
had come into the event for the day. We stayed open until dusk and then closed up and then got
washed and changed to try the nightlife of the event.
We headed towards the fairground area as
this was the entry to main steam engine
display area. Many of the steam engines had
been working in the fields during the day but
had moved for the night time. There were
about forty of these huge engines, most
around a hundred years old, and many of
them lit up, all of them fired up, and pumping
out smoke and steam. OK, not very ecofriendly but very nostalgic. Great to see and
the smell being created just draws you into the
fantastic atmosphere. There were engines
providing the power for huge show organs with
lots of moving parts, some even had stages,
with singers and dancing girls in period
costumes, a great spectacle. There were food
stalls of every type imaginable, from all over
the world, the smell just adding to the
atmosphere. Beer tents, huge ones, most with
live entertainment. The entertainments often
start when the gates open at 7am and go on
until 2am. We came across a real ale tent, and
as I am partial to real ale on occasions, I felt it
appropriate to give on a try. Inside the tent
there was a bar the full length of the massive
marquee and at the start of the event on
Wednesday there are a hundred different real
ales available. Over the five days of the event
the numbers of available ales decreases as
some of the casks sell out. There is so much
to see, eat and do, the time we had available
ran out so quickly, we had to get back to our
site and go to bed as we had an 8am start
again in the morning. We would try to see
more each night.
Each day got busier than the previous until it climaxed on Saturday, the Sunday being much quieter as
the show finished on this day, and there was talk of the horrendous traffic jams on Sunday night. We
were shocked by the amount of stock we had sold in such a short time and of course the money we
had taken. This was the end of the year of shows we had, and we did not need to think too long to see
if this was something that we would continue with in 2001. In just over two months we had experience
a few outdoor events, which was to go on and change our entire lives.
To be continued in the next edition: The early Festivals and Shows

Flying Quad Kites
Getting Started
Step 1 Buy a Revolution Quad kite

by
Steve
Grimwood

In my case I bought a B2 full sail: not
recommended for beginners it’s too lively.
I recommend a 1.5 full sail. I prefer them without springs.
Consider: a Pulse from Josh Mitcheson, a Phoenix from Bazzer Poulter or a Djinn from John Barresi
depending on budget. Other quads are available.
Be warned one is never enough. When the bug bites you will need a quad for all conditions.
Remember the formula K = N + 1.
Use vented kites in higher winds. If you push your kite too far you risk breaking rods and stretching
the sail.
Make sure you have a standard line set so you can fly with other enthusiast. 120 foot 90lb Laser Pro
Gold will fit the bill.
Snagless handles are worth getting. Either standard 13 inch or 15 inch. I am currently using 15” If
you are heavy handed stick to 13”.
I recommend Vliegertak Kite Lines for line sets.

Step 2 Set Up Your Kite
Getting the correct set up is vital to fly quads properly or even at all!
I studied the YouTube videos from Revolution Kites and John Barresi’s Kitelife. See links below.
Line management is very important and not just to prevent spending more time untangling than flying.
Equalized lines and an understanding of brake are a must. But don’t get bogged down with esoteric
theories on the amount of brake and flying flatter to the wind: master the basics first.

Step 3 Learn the Basics of Flying a Quad Kite
Forget everything you know about 2 line kite flying. Quads are a different animal.
Join Revolution Kites Club 38 and Kitelife. Both have great videos. Where they differ follow John
Barresi.
My mantra: keep hands together, in front, low down. Use your whole body, no tension; especially in
hands arms & shoulders. Feel the Chi.
When you have mastered Club 38’s 38 moves you are no longer a beginner but there is still a long
way to go to become an expert. Learning never ends – learn from practice and other flyers. NKG
members Dave Bleasdale, John Whymark, and John Savage helped me get started.

Step 4 Flying in a Team
You don’t need to be an expert to start team flying. Just master the basics skills so you have the kite
under control, enough to feel confident flying close to other quads. You will need to: hover, face any
direction, fly a figure eight, and control your speed. And most importantly know your right from left
instantly when you hear a call. Have a go at the NKG Fly Ins or informal get togethers.
Tom Greenfield and Josh Mitcheson taught me the basics of team flying.
You can learn something from almost any quad flyer and will soon be able to help less experienced
pilots. You don’t have to be the best, just try to be a bit better than you were yesterday and enjoy the
journey. If you want to improve spend time on the line and fly with intent.

Top Tips from John Barresi from Portland, Oregon:
I have attended two John Barresi kite clinics. They were full of invaluable tips
and ended with team flying sessions.
●

Fly with intent: don’t not just whack the kite around the sky, plan your moves.

●

Always have contact with your brake lines so you are always in control.

●

●

●

●

●

Launch with whump: thumbs back to point of take off then pull straight back. In low wind you may
need to step back. Keep your hands low.
“Tune” your kite in the air. Kite in middle of wind window, hands together, handles at same angle.
Kite should hover horizontally. Hands relaxed feel pressure on first three fingers. More pressure
from top finger – kite goes up, middle finger – kite hovers, bottom finger kite goes down.
Move both hands up and down handles and feel the effect.
If your kite feels unbalanced make sure everything is symmetrical and lines are equal. Adjust kite
and lines until satisfied that the kite is tuned.
Fly the kite on the first three fingers.“Thumbs” indicate the direction, I do not use any thumb
pressure.

It’s Hard to Swallow!
In 2013 I travelled to India taking in several Festivals on
the Gujarat Tour, which included the towns of Vododara,
Somnath, Modhera and Ahmedabad. After this gruelling
tour we were transported further south to the Belgaum
Festival.
With very little wind this was not the best Kite Festival I
have been to, but there was one incident that will always
stay in my mind. On the first day of the Festival I flew my
Blue Swallow Kites, but the second day there was
practically no wind at all. But, way way up in the sky was
a tiny black dot in the shape of a bird. Almost the only
kite that flew that day. I was impressed by the way it
glided around and stayed up there in such a slight
breeze. At the end of the day I was approached by this
little Chinese man holding a kite behind his back who
wanted to exchange his bird kite for one of mine.
Thinking of the kite I was watching earlier and that this
could only be that kite, I agreed, giving him one of my
Blue Swallow Kites. What I was handed back in return
seemed to be a kite made out of a dustbin bag and my
first reaction was ... “I’ve been done here. “ anyway I
wrapped the kite up and thought nothing more of it.
Several months later during another windless festival I
thought of the dustbin bag bird kite and gave it a try, it
was a brilliant flier and soared up into the sky when no
other kite would fly. I have had many happy hours flying
this kite since. The kite is now in a state of disrepair and
at some point I intend to copy the design and make
another one. Although the kite was covered in black bin
liner plastic, the bamboo frame is well made and of quite
clever design.

by
Graham
Lockwood

But the story does not end there...
During my first trip to China I visited the Kaixuan Kite factory in Weifang. When I walked into the office
there on the wall were several coloured versions of my swallow kite! These were obviously straight
copies of the kite I gave the man in India, who turned out to be the manager of the kite manufacturing
company. There were subtle differences, the throat patch was a different shape and it also had eyes.
Now I don’t mind this kite being copied because I got the idea from a Chinese man a long time ago at
one of the Sunderland Festivals in Washington. I did alter its shape to a more realistic version of a
swallow and it did fly better than the original version. I have made many over the years and usually fly
them in a train of twenty birds, with a separation of 15 feet between each bird, that’s 300ft so the
opportunity to fly them all is limited. The Swallow Kite made by Kaixuan Kite Manufacture Co can be
bought from the internet and is now being copied by someone in Vietnam.
In 2019 I again visited Festivals in China and at the Wuhan Festival in the Mulan Grasslands Park they
have a small Kite Museum. There on the wall was displayed one of the Swallow Kites!

At the Kaixuan
Kite Factory

Goa. India. My blue swallow flies
alongside a copy

Swallow kite on display at the Mulan
Grassland Kite Museum, China

Chairman's Note – Summer 2019
Hello and welcome to this Summer newsletter. How quickly the year whizzes past. Here we are in the
middle of July already! Peter has produced another fine newsletter full of interest for us all.
We have just returned from a new festival for this year at Rossendale. What a fantastic venue this proved
to be. We were blessed with an absence of rain but unfortunately this was accompanied by a similar lack
of wind! Saturday was troublesome for the interactive arena participants with the large inflatable flyers
also having to work to keep their charges aloft. Sunday started well with a steady breeze but that soon
dropped to a dead calm. Again the flyers had their work cut out to fly anything at all. The public were
most welcoming and friendly and out in force to enjoy the sunshine. Definitely an event to attend in the
future.
See you about on another kite festival hopefully with some wind!
Len Royles
Rossendale Kite Festival – Saturday with
a cloudy sky but hey we had some wind,
not a lot but every little helps!

Questionnaire Challenge with Jim Potts
Favourite Kite? (At the moment) the Chinese Dragon Kite, which
Vanessa has owned since 1990.
Best Flying Field? The Dips at New Brighton.
If you could choose what would your superpower be?
To provide a nice, guaranteed wind and weather at every kite
festival.
What is your guiltiest pleasure? Smoking and drinking too much.
When you were growing up what was you dream job? That
assumes I’ve grown up, according to Vanessa I haven’t!
I’ve been exceedingly lucky having enjoyed every job I have done; 25 years in the
Police Force and 20 years running a private investigations business and working as a
criminal lawyer.
What has been the most important lesson you have learned in life? Never to bear
a grudge.
What is your earliest memory? Being caned at boarding school,
aged 9.
Which living person do you most admire? My wife, for those of
you who know me, she’s put up with me all these years.
Who would play you in a film of your life? Mr Pastry
(aka Richard Hearne)
What are your kiting ambitions? I have none now – I’ve fulfilled them all.

My New Kite by Mark Jones
Djinn
Designed by John Barresi, the Djinn is a
high performance quad line kite built for a
variety of applications and wind
conditions with multiple features to
increase overall control, sail loading,
durability and ease of use.
Mark says, “John took all the little
differences that people have made to
quad line kites over the years,
incorporated them into this new design
and developed an active bridle. The thing
I like best about it is that it’s loaded from
the moment it takes off, like it’s just
waiting for you to fly it! The photo shows
the Djinn at St Annes last month.

zz

Mark and Jeremy off to
Washington
(that’s USA not Tyne and Wear!)

Mark and Jeremy
Mark Jones from Leyland and Jeremy
Wharton from Andover, Hants are travelling
to the Washington State International Kite
Festival in August to take part in the World
Quad Record Attempt.
The event is being organised by John
Barresi and will involve kite fliers from all
corners of the globe congregating on Long
Beach, WA, in an attempt to get the most
quad line kites flying together.
A great deal of thought and preparation has
gone into this as John describes in the
dedicated Facebook page : 2019 WSIKF
World Quad Record Attempt.

A Leaf in the Breeze
Small, feisty, and great fun to fly ---- these are the
American-style single line steerable kites that have
given me so much pleasure during my retirement
years.

by
Paul
Catchpole

The kites are easy to make and fly, and you may even help to “save the planet” by using old
plastic bags! The Booths version in the accompanying photos has “please re-cycle me”
printed on it, so I did.
You can see the three kites I made with used supermarket bags. The Morrisons is at least ten
years old and has often amused bystanders. It is more sophisticated than it looks because it is
the only one I have made that has a tensioned flat carbon spine. All my other kites have
bamboo spines.

The main skin of the bird kite is a bin bag from the kitchen. The bird is an Edinburgh Woollen
Mills bag taped on. The wing tips were salvaged from one of my wife’s many flower
arrangements.

When I started kite flying I was drawn to the fighter type and it took me a while to learn control.
It was Aled Lewis, expert fighter flier and maker of my favourite reel, who gave me the
confidence to continue. I was flying with him on Pendle Hill when, after a session with the
classic Indian fighters, he handed me a smaller kite that he had made. It flew like a Manchester
terrier on a thin leash and I knew I had found the kite that I most wanted to fly. I learnt that it
was one of the many varied designs being developed in America for their touch-line
competitions, the pioneer being Bruce Lambert from whom I eventually obtained some bamboo
spines and the classic black orcon material. I also have one of his kites and a few others made
by American fliers.

These are not kites designed for flying at typical fighter altitudes. They are at their best dancing
about much nearer the ground and that is where you have all the fun.
To make them you will need carbon fibre and fibreglass rods, bamboo spines and, ideally, mylar
wrapping material which is getting harder to find. Fortunately, my Indian newsagent still has some.
Photo-corners are also useful when attaching the ends of rods. Three-point bridles are essential and
must be fully adjustable to get the kite to fly the way that suits you and I often have to adjust on any
flying day to cope with changing conditions. My way of saying this is “don’t fly in yesterday’s wind”.
Another type of small kite which I make is the buka, a miniature version of the big Japanese tahara.
The buka is a rectangular kite with a long leading edge that requires an adjustable tension line. It’s
a nice kite to fly but needs a steady wind.
An essential site on the web is Fighter Kite Central. Nowadays it is not a very active site but it has an
excellent archive and all the designs are there. Bruce Lambert has several good kite-making videos
on You Tube.
My supermarket kites are a Dennis Ische design which he called dot-o2. Easy to fly in the right
wind, these can be made quite quickly if you cut out a template. Another of his designs I fly in
stronger breezes is Lightning Bolt. The Kula is also a nice easy-going design.
If you are interested in making these fun kites, I will always help you and I will always let you fly one
of mine.
-------oOo-------

Halcyon
Days

by
Bernard Crick

Kites why fly them? Why make them? Is it exercise,
or the desire to be outside and with other like
minded lunatics? Well the answer is simple, it is
from a time long ago. There may even be a few who
remember it: B F M P. That’s right Before Mary
Poppins, for the poor souls that haven’t seen it get a
copy, it shows all the fundamentals of kite flying.
Even small children from the 21st Century like it. It
has a gentle story line, with some undertones of the
eco warrior before the term was invented.
Personally I must put myself in that category,
following Mary Poppins flying off roofs etc.
My Father was very tall and so he could make kites
fly. Therefore logic dictates that height is required, to
Before Mary Poppins
make kites fly. So a series of scientific experiments
took place. Jumping off chairs proved difficult and painful, a progression to leaping off dustbins proved
even less successful, with a great deal of noise and mess to clean up. This often meant being sent to
bed early.
Forward propulsion that’s the answer! Colliding with trees whilst running with a kite proved a
problem, as did running into a duck pond. All these experiments were carried out to further mans’
understanding of aeronautical technology. The staple diet for all the kites was, brown paper, cheap
string, green garden cane, a mixture of flour and water, and copies of the Manchester Evening News.
Ripping up strips of paper and making bows tied to string for tales, was a bit tiresome. But more
enjoyable than making piles of square pieces, and putting holes in one corner, which had string
threaded through, toilet paper was in shorts supply, it was the time B F M P.
We made box kites and countless diamond
Eddy kites, they proved reliable and
surprisingly durable, some lasted for
months. And so the scene was set, I still
have fond memories of those days making
and flying kites with my father, even after
all this time. I never actually owned a shop
bought manufactured kite, only real ones.
Then time passed through school,
motorbikes, discos, world travel and all
sorts of madness. That is until one day I
became very hungry and sought refuge in
my local Aldi. Store. Not bothering with the
food I discovered a Delta kite with a price
tag of £7, I picked it up and all those
memories of carefree days making and
flying kites came tumbling back. The kite
remained in my car for a long time, often
saying to myself I will go and fly this kite.

Then I found myself at Ribblehead in North Yorkshire, an executive decision was made to get the
kite out. This proved to be most entertaining for myself and the assembled crowd. The possible
excess of Black Sheep Bitter at lunch time caused various aeronautical problems. The ground
was very rough and tough deep grass, so the likelihood of falling over was high. After much
laughter and encouragement the kite took to the air, it was great. The kite bug had bitten again.
That afternoon proved to be the catalyst, I was called a nincompoop which I took as a
complement, even if it did take some time to get the spelling right. That was August the 11th,
after that I had every book out on kites from Manchester Central Library. Feverish activity took
place and my first 21st Century kite emerged, I had discovered Ripstop, and together with
hardwood dowels produced a nice box kite. There was much to learn with new material and
equipment to find, and of course the techniques to use it. One thing is ironic, you can get carbon
fibre now, albeit at a price, when only a few years ago it was hard to get hold of yet pro rata was
much cheaper.
Great strides were made and by November I was dive bombing people on the beach at the
International Kite Festival in Corralejo on Fuerteventura. How was I supposed to know what the
effect of wind and sunshine have on something that’s not made from brown paper and garden
cane. A subsequent visit to the festival gave us the NKG kite flying gracefully over the sand
dunes of Corralejo. Of course I was the first person to fly an NKG kite at the festival, and naturally
I was the first to land an NKG kite in the Atlantic ocean! The only consolation being it was 26
degrees. Strange isn’t it, a kite with 6 miles of beach to go at has to go and find an Ocean to land
in, and so the story goes on............

Hoylake
Hoylake and West Kirby Lifeboat Open Day 2019 will take
place on Bank Holiday Monday 26th August on Hoylake
Beach.
Open Day is their annual community fundraising event and
regularly attracts around 10,000 visitors. Last year it raised
approximately £17,000 for their lifesaving charity. We have
supported this event for a number of years and if you are free
that day please do come along and join us.

Report on the Rokkaku Challenge
2019 from Alan Poxon
The second year of the NKG Rokkaku Challenge
took place at Crooklands again this year, during
the Countryfest event.
After last years’ inaugural challenge, the
competitors were better prepared and, it was
hoped, in full understanding of the rules.
This sadly proved not to be the case, and despite
officials’ best endeavours, a certain amount of
rule-bending took place, and a number of
challenges were made to the outcome of several
rounds. Despite multiple pages of explanation
and rules, the competitors found new ways to
pervert the outcomes, including tying lines to
boundary ropes and creating ‘birds nests’ in
opponents lines.

Jim Potts asked me to caption this picture “the real
winner of the Rokkaku Challenge presenting the
trophy to the Judge’s winner”. (Ed)

By mutual agreement in round One, Mark Jones was deducted a point for handling an opponents kite,
the judges conceding that it had not been clear from the rules that this should not happen, only the
lines may be used to bring a kite down. On a positive note, no disqualifications took place this year,
and the rounds were well-mannered and enthusiastically fought.
In difficult conditions on day #2 a number of kites were cut during the extremely hard-fought rounds,
and had to be retrieved from an adjacent field, but no kites (or kitefliers) were lost, perhaps only a little
line and a tiny amount of pride.
Over two days and four rounds, the eventual winner, once again, was Mark Jones.
Thanks to all the competitors who risked kites, kite line, and personal injury to take part.
Competitor
Bleasdale D
Burls M
Cooper S
Duncalf I
Harby C
Hartt P
Jones M
Kennedy S
Potts J&T
Smith D

Round 1

Round 2

2
1

2

4

4
3

5
1
3

6
1

Round 3

Round 4

3
1

6

4
2
6

2
1
4
3

Total

Position
4
10
1
8
7
2
12
8
9
3

7
2
10
4
6
9
1
4
3
8

With thanks to John Bellis for
these photographs

How to make a Rok by Ian Duncalf
I spent a lot of time researching for a plan and I found a plan on a website which was in Dutch but after
using a translator plugin for my browser I decided this is the one I wanted to use as it had 2 plans for a
1.5m & 1m Rok.
https://www.kiteplans.org/planos/sanjo/sanjo.html

The upper and
lower part of
the kite is made
from 2 triangles
that when sewn
together create
a slight bow in
the sail due to
the 1/2cm
offset of the
vertical of each
triangle.
I decided to
make the Rok
from red ripstop
and use 6mm
carbon tube for
the spine and
4mm carbon
tube for cross
spars.

Drawing the plans
I started by printing out my plans. I use
ordinary lining paper to draw my plans and
make templates.
I prefer to draw out my plans rather than
relying on printouts stuck together with
sellotape; they are more accurate.
The Rok has only 2 different panels to make
templates.
The tools needed to draw the template are:
•
a fine line pencil
•
compasses
•
a long ruler
•
set squares

I started by drawing a base line and using a set square drew a line perpendicular to the base line. This
would allow me to use this as a reference for all measurement.
I then measured out the top triangle of the Rok using
the measurements from the plan.

Each panel has an overlap for the stitching.
To add the same the 6mm accurately for the overlap I
use a pair of compasses to draw a circle at points
along each edge.

Using a long ruler across top of circles draw a line to
mark the overlap.
As a reminder mark on the pattern the direction to lay
up on the ripstop with a #

I repeated this technique for the main panel
transferring the measurement from the sketch.

Cutting the panels
The next step is to cut out the ripstop using a soldering iron.
I have a large piece of hardboard to protect my table while I am kite making.
As I am making the Rok out of 1 colour ripstop this means I can fold the ripstop and lay the
pattern on and using masking tape to hold the ripstop and the template matching the # to
ripstop.
I use a 40-watt soldering iron which I have modified the tip to have a straight edge and using a
soldering iron and steel ruler I cut the ripstop.
The 2 layers of ripstop need separating and this is done by making an opening on the edge and
inserting a steel ruler; then gently work the ruler along the melted edge.

To aid the positioning of each panel I drew the overlap onto the ripstop, this overlap was
6mm and I was using 5mm doubled sided tape to join the panels together rather than
using pins. I started with the small triangles for the top.

Getting the panels ready for sewing
I applied the doubled the double-sided tape
along the overlap line I had drawn on the
panel.
Align the other panel along the overlap. To
ensure the 2 panels stick together I used a
decorator’s roller to ensure that the joint was
flat and free from creases.
These 2 top triangles were then joined to
centre panel.
I started by securing the panel to my cutting
board and then applying double sided tape.

Once I had applied the tape and removed the
backing I aligned the top panels along the
overlap line.
Continuing the full width of the kite and using the
roller to ensure a good flat bond

I did the same again for the lower triangular panels
Once I have joined all the panels together it was ready for
sewing.

Sewing the panels
On my sewing machine I selected the
three step zig-zag
To check the tension of the stitches I
used a scrap of ripstop.
Note that it was skipping / flagging, so
I decided to use a new needle and to
give everything a clean to remove the
glue residue from the double-sided
tape.
To help with sewing ripstop I find it
useful to use a walking foot
attachment. Each joint is sewn taking
care that ripstop feeds through evenly.
It helps to have a well-lit work area
and I use extra lighting.

When I have sewn a panel, I clean the needle with silicon spray
to remove the glue residue to stop sticking.
Each of the corners are re-enforced using Dacron cut with a
soldering iron. I made a pattern that was the same shape as
each of the points of the kite.
To create the edge seam, apply double sided to the overlap line
marked on the panel.
Position the Dacron re-enforcement and secure with double
sided tape.

Work down the seam and fold over the ripstop and flatten with the roller to get a good finish.
To sew the seam, I used a straight stitch that was offset from the centre. To get a good straight line I
used the measuring lines on the sewing machine as a visual aid.
Using a soldering iron, I cut webbing to make spar pockets then stitched to strengthen them before
applying to spar locations.
Pockets for the spine were made using webbing and then sewn into place. The pockets were reenforced with plastic insets to try and prevent the carbon fibre spar from piercing the webbing.

I had decided to use ‘Revolution’ style bungee cord to attach the cross spars and tension the sail.
This was done by using a soldering iron to make a hole large enough to get a copper eye through
and then crimping. The nut in the picture was used to provide a hole that the soldering iron can go
into. I also used the soldering iron to pierce a hole in the end of each cross-spar pocket to allow the
spar to protrude and a Jaco stand off connector to be attached.

Jaco stand off connector

This technique was
also used to make
holes in insignia
tape / ripstop for
the bridle to attach
to the cross spars.

To make changing the bridle easier I made a small over hand loop and fastened this to the cross spar
with the knot protruding through the hole. The bridle was then attached with a larks head.
Re-enforcements at the spar cross points were made from Dacron.
2 pieces of Dacron, one with a hole cut in the middle.
Straight stitch along the dotted lines to create a tunnel for
the spine to go through. Using straight stitches fasten
this to where to 2 spars cross on the sail.

Cutting bridle lines to length
There are many different thoughts on how to make a bridle for a Rok. There a 6 leg and 4 leg
bridles. For my first Rok I decided to use a 4-leg bridle.

Primary bridle line - Cut a piece of line the
same length as the height of the Rok.
PBL (red line)
Upper Secondary Bridle - Hold one end on
the upper left bridle point and measure to the
centre lower cross spar/spine crossing point.
Double this length and add roughly 6" (15 cm)
and cut it off the roll.
USBL (dark blue line)
Lower Secondary Bridle - Hold one end on
the lower left bridle point and measure to the
point at the apex of the kite. Double this length
and add roughly 6" (15 cm) and cut it off the
roll. LSBL (green line)
Bow Lines - Cut two lines that are roughly 1.5
times the width of the kite.
(light blue)

Making the bridle
Tie a 2" (5 cm) 'Figure 8 Loop' in each end of the PBL
Mark the midpoint of the PBL by folding in half
Tie a 2" (5 cm) 'Figure 8 Loop' in each end of the USBL
Using a prussic knot attach one end of the PBL to the midpoint of the USBL
Mark the midpoint USBL
Tie a 2" (5 cm) 'Figure 8 Loop' in each end of the LSBL
Using a prussic knot attach one end of the PBL to the midpoint of the LSBL
Mark the midpoint LSBL
For the line attachment make a 4” (10cm) loop and attach to the mid-point on the PBL
4 x small loops
To help make the bridle I use a piece of wood to measure out the lengths and to make
sure they are evenly made.

Frame materials
1 x 1.5m of 5.5mm Excel carbon
2 x 1.1m 4mm carbon tube
2 x 4mm spar connectors
4 x Jaco standoff connectors
4 x 15cm 3mm bungee
I wanted to have spars as continuous lengths; to do this I came up with idea of drilling through a
standard cross connector you would find on a sports kite. Using a 6mm drill I enlarged the hole for the
spine.
Next using a 4mm drill I carefully drilled through the plastic partition in the cross-spar tube. To ensure
smooth and easy moving fit I then used a circular file until the 4mm spar slid through with little
resistance.

Centre hole for spine of kite

Bow strings
To allow the bow strings to attach to the spars easily I modified a Jaco standoff connector by
increasing the size of the standoff hole to accept 4mm carbon tube. This then could be used for the
bow line and allowed me to use Rev style bungee for tensioning the sail.

To allow for adjustment of the bow of the kite I used a tent guy rope adjuster. I set the bow for the
upper spar at 11cm and 19cm for the lower spar.

Assembly
I started by inserting the spine and mounting the cross-spar connectors in the tunnel trap.
To fix the cross-spars I pushed the 4mm cross-spar through webbing tunnel to the connector and out
thorough the webbing tunnel pushing the spar into the Jaco connect at each end.
Bridle attachment loops were fastened to the cross-spars. Bridle is attached by lark’s head knot to the
loop attached to the spar.
Once all the spars are inserted the bow to the kite is provided by tightening the bow string that on the
top and bottom spars.
Attach the bridle to the bridle points.
Then the finished kite is ready to fly!

The Northern Kite Group has a committee made up of four officers:
Chair

Len Royles

Secretary

Sarah Kay

Treasurer

John Whymark

Membership
Secretary

Keith Proctor

In addition Tony Kidd acts as the Group Librarian and Peter Hartt is the Newsletter
Editor.
We have our own Website – www.nkg.org.uk which contains much information about
the Group, our events, back copies of the newsletter, AGM minutes, contact details for
the officers and much more.
This newsletter is made up of articles submitted by members for which we are grateful.
If you can contribute to future editions in any way please contact the editor.
Photographs are especially welcome as are descriptions of kites built by members.

